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Abstract
Lot streaming is a procedure in which a production lot is split into smaller sub-lots and moved to the next processing
stage so that operations at successive stages of a multistage manufacturing system can be overlapped in time. Lot
streaming reduces the manufacturing lead time and thereby provides an opportunity to lower the costs of holding
work-in-process inventories. In this paper, we present an economic production lot size model that minimizes the total
relevant cost when lot streaming is used. Using illustrative numerical examples, we show that our model can yield
signi"cant cost economies compared to the traditional approaches.  2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Lot streaming; Economic lot sizing; Multistage production systems

1. Introduction
Lot streaming is an appealing concept in production management with almost universal application
in multistage manufacturing systems. Lot streaming is a procedure in which a large production lot is
split into smaller sub-lots and the operations at the
successive stages are overlapped in time. The sublots are transported from one stage to the next for
processing without waiting for the entire production lot to be processed at the earlier stage before
being moved to the next stage. A major bene"t of
lot streaming is the reduction in the manufacturing
cycle time for an item, which requires several operations to be performed in a speci"c order. As an
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illustration of this bene"t, suppose the lot size of
a certain item is 100 units and its production
involves operations on three machines. Let the processing times be 2, 3, and 4 minutes per unit, and
the setup times 50, 75, and 75 minutes on the three
machines. Assuming no scheduling delays and
transportation times, the production lot of 100 units
will be completed in 1100 minutes. However, if we
split the production lot into two sub-lots of 50 units
each and move a sub-lot as soon as it is "nished to
the next stage for processing, then the processing of
the two lots will be completed in 850 minutes. Thus,
in this example, lot streaming has reduced the manufacturing lead-time by about 23%. This results in
savings in cost due to reduction in work-in-process
(WIP) inventories, reduction in #oor space requirements, and smaller material handling equipment. If
these savings outweigh the incremental transportation costs that may be incurred due to the movement of several smaller sub-lots rather than just
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one complete lot, overall cost economies are
achieved.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of determining the optimal lot size for a single item in
a multistage manufacturing system when a lotstreaming procedure is adopted and the costs associated with WIP inventories are taken into account.
We derive the total cost function and develop
a solution procedure to determine the optimal lot
size to minimize the total relevant cost. We develop
an economic production lot-sizing model that deals
with re"nements to the models currently in the
literature and we endeavor to make two speci"c
contributions. First, we present a more realistic
model that explicitly recognizes the setup time for
each operation, transportation time for each sublot from one operation to another, and the planned
scheduling delays or the waiting times at each operation. Second, we extend the application of the
lot streaming procedure to multistage systems thus
going beyond the currently available models of
only two-stage systems. Our model yields an optimal lot size that results in a lower total cost
compared to the traditional approaches in which
(a) the lot size is determined based only on the "nal
or "nished product stage of a multistage production system, and (b) the lot streaming procedure is
not used. Using illustrative numerical examples, we
show that our model yields signi"cant savings in
total costs compared to the traditional approaches
and then discuss its implications for managerial
decision making.
Our paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we review the relevant literature and outline the
speci"c extensions this paper endeavors to make. In
Section 3, we state the assumptions underlying our
model, and the notations used in its development.
In Section 4, we derive the expressions for the
manufacturing cycle time and the WIP inventory as
functions of the production lot size and the number
of sub-lots. In Section 5, we "rst develop a general
expression of the total relevant cost (the sum of the
setup cost, the transport cost, and the holding costs
of both the WIP and the "nished product inventory) as a function of the lot size and the sub-lot
size. We then analyze two cases: (1) a special case in
which the production rates at all stages of manufacturing are identical and (2) a more general case in

which the production rates at all stages need not be
identical but the number of sub-lots is pre-speci"ed.
We use numerical examples to compare the total
cost performance of our approach with that of the
classical lot-sizing approach in which lot streaming
is not employed and the lot size is determined based
only on the "nishing stage. Finally, in Section 6, we
provide a summary stating our conclusions and
their implications for managerial decision making.

2. Overview of the relevant literature
The literature on inventory modeling is extensive
and several studies have explored the concepts related to the recognition of WIP inventories, lot
splitting, and overlapping of operations in multistage manufacturing systems, under several di!erent assumptions and in di!erent contexts. In this
section, our goal is not to present an extensive
review of the literature but to provide an overview
of a small and representative sample of related
studies to facilitate the positioning of our paper
appropriately. In doing this, we "nd it useful to
recognize two main streams of studies, one dealing
with the scheduling decisions and the other
addressing the lot sizing decisions. The scheduling
studies have been concerned with the shop performance measures such as the mean #ow time and the
variability of #ow times. On the other hand, lot
sizing studies have been concerned with the e!ect of
the reduction in the total manufacturing cycle time
on the costs of holding WIP inventory in relation
to additional transportation costs. Due to the complexity of the multistage production}inventory
systems and the many factors in#uencing the problem, analytical studies in general have developed
models addressing the scheduling and the lot sizing
decisions independently although the two decisions
are intricately connected in practical settings. The
focus of this paper is on the lot sizing decision and
the determination of optimal lot sizes when lot
streaming is adopted.
2.1. Scheduling studies
Jacobs and Bragg [1] developed the concept of
repetitive lots, in which a lot is divided into equal
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sub-lots and each sub-lot is treated as an independent scheduling unit. They used a simulation model
of a hypothetical production shop to examine the
interrelation between job sequencing, dispatching,
and lot sizing procedures. Their experimental "ndings show that shop #ow times could be signi"cantly reduced when a simple form of lot streaming
is used.
Baker and Pyke [2] considered the scheduling of
a single-job in a multiple-machine #ow shop with
the objective of minimizing the manufacturing cycle
time. They present a computationally e$cient algorithm based on a critical path representation of the
#ow shop to determine optimal sub-lot sizes for the
special case when there can be only two sub-lots
and near-optimal sub-lot sizes for the general case.
Kropp and Smunt [3] investigated optimal lotsplitting policies in a deterministic multi-process
#ow shop using a quadratic programming approach to determine the optimal sub-lot sizes that
minimized manufacturing cycle time. Using predetermined production lot size and the number of
sub-lots, their research examined di!erent lot splitting heuristics with respect to the scheduling
measures, such as the total make-span and mean
#ow time.
2.2. Lot sizing studies
Eilon [4] presented a classical economic production quantity (EPQ) model that optimizes the
return on the whole production cycle by determining the length of the production cycle and the bu!er
stock for the required consumption of the "nished
product during the manufacturing cycle time. In
this model, the multi-stage production system is
treated in aggregate as if executed by a single facility. We will use Eilon's EPQ model to represent the
traditional approach for comparisons with our
models.
Taha and Skeith [5] recognized the relationship
between manufacturing cycle time and the cost of
holding WIP inventories in developing a model for
a single-product multistage production system although they do not consider lot splitting. Assuming
varying lot sizes at di!erent stages, backlogging of
unful"lled "nished product demand, and over production at the intermediate stages where large
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setup costs warrant larger production for carryover
to subsequent manufacturing cycles, they calculate
the optimum lot size of the "nished product.
Szendrovits [6] presented a model in which
a constant lot size is produced through several
operations with only one set up at each stage, but
allowing transportation of sub-lots and overlapping of operations to reduce the manufacturing
cycle time. The manufacturing cycle time, which
governed the holding cost of WIP inventories, was
determined by using an arbitrary factor to multiply
the sum of the processing times for di!erent operations. Although the cost function in his model
depended on both the production lot size and the
sub-lot size, Szendrovits presented optimal solutions and cost sensitivity analyses assuming that
the size of the sub-lots could be "xed to suit the
technical feasibility of handling and transporting
the sub-lots.
Goyal [7] considered the e!ect of the number of
sub-lots on the economic lot quantity by including
the cost of moving sub-lots through di!erent stages
and also introducing the cost of multiple set-ups for
the sub-lots at di!erent stages. However, the time
delay in transferring a production lot from one
stage to the next was assumed to be zero. The
resulting model is very similar to the one in Szendrovits [6].
Graves and Kostreva [8] adapted the Szendrovits's model to a Material Requirements Planning (MRP) framework to gain the e$ciencies from
overlapping operations. They examined a generic
two-work station segment of a multistage manufacturing system and derived a cost function that considers setup cost, the transportation cost, and the
inventory holding costs. Assuming constant
demand, identical production rates, and equal lot
sizes, they determined the number of sub-lots that
would minimize costs.
In this paper, we address the lot-sizing problem
when lot streaming is used in the context of
a single-item, multistage production system with
a constant and deterministic demand for the "nished goods over an in"nite time horizon. We present
a re"nement to Eilon's [4] classical lot sizing model
by (a) explicitly incorporating the delay time and
the setup time at each operation and the transportation time for each sub-lot from one operation to
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the next, (b) recognizing the cost associated with
WIP inventory, and (c) adopting the lot streaming
procedure. Our model is similar to the ones
presented by Szendrovits [6] and Graves and
Kostreva [8] but there are several signi"cant di!erences. First, in our model, the setup time, the wait
time and the move time for each operation are
recognized separately in the determination of the
manufacturing lead time as opposed to using an
arbitrary factor to multiply the technological lead
time based only on the processing times. Second, in
our model, the delays due to inspection, movement,
and handling between operations are independent
of the lot size unlike the assumption of lot-sizedependent delays in the Szendrovits's model. Third,
our model facilitates the adaptation of lot streaming or operations overlapping to multistage manufacturing systems and is not restricted to a
two-machine system. Fourth, while Graves and
Kostrevas model assumed equal production rates
at the two machines, our model also considers the
case of unequal production rates at di!erent stages
when the number of sub-lots in a production lot is
"xed.
With the above re"nements to the traditional
approaches to lot sizing, we have endeavored to
make a contribution to the literature on production
lot-sizing. We must point out that, given complexity of the inventory systems and the many factors
in#uencing the problem, it is generally true of any
inventory model including the one presented here,
that it is valid only under the speci"ed conditions.

3. Modeling assumptions and notation
We make the following sets of assumptions in
developing our model.
1. The demand for the "nished item is deterministic
and the demand rate is constant over an in"nite
time horizon.
2. The entire production lot is produced with
a single setup on each machine and transferred
to the next machine in one or more sub-lots for
further processing.
3. All the sub-lots are of equal size. No idle time is
allowed between the processing of sub-lots on

the same machine, i.e., the processing of sub-lots
takes place continuously once it begins at the
next machine, without any idle time between
consecutive sub-lots. The assumptions of equal
size and continuous processing are made in the
interests of analytical tractability and are clearly
justi"able and quite practical. In a deterministic
environment, since complete information is
available on all aspects of manufacturing (i.e.,
setup-, processing-, move-, and wait-times, number of lots, etc.), it is possible to determine, in
advance, when the last sub-lot will arrive at
a stage. It does, of course, involve some computations similar to the type of computations involved in lead-time o!setting in information
systems for planning and control such as MRP
for example. However, given the current state of
computational advancement, it is quite tractable
and easy to implement in practice.
4. Consistent with most MRP implementations,
we assume that the #ow of work in a multistage
production environment can be modeled as the
sum of four independent components: transportation time, waiting or delay time, setup time
and processing time. The transportation time is
the time required to move a sub-lot from one
stage to the next. Typically, this time does not
depend on the size of the sub-lots although it
may depend on the stages between which the
sub-lot is being moved. The wait time is the
amount of time a lot is expected to wait at each
stage before being taken up for processing. It is
the planned delay at each stage of the operation.
This time also does not depend on the batch size,
but will depend on the capacity and work load
considerations at the workstation for the operation and possibly on the priority or criticality of
the item being produced. The assumption of the
independence between the batch size and the
wait time is defensible in many practical settings
where production control is based on planned
lead times, Graves [9]. Further, as Gomersall
[10] points out, there is evidence, albeit primarily anecdotal, that in complex job shops production rate varies directly with the work load
which provides further justi"cation for this assumption. Setup time is the "xed amount of time
required to prepare the stage for a particular
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operation. It depends on the workstation and
the operation, but is independent of the lot size.
Although both setup time and wait time are
independent of the lot size and hence the two
could be combined into a single parameter for
mathematical analysis, we prefer to use two distinct parameters. In practice, since the values for
these parameters are set based on di!erent considerations decision-makers will "nd it convenient to keep them distinct. Finally, the
processing time is the time to perform the operation, and is a linear function of the batch size.
5. The transportation cost in a production cycle is
Gb, where G is the "xed cost of moving one
sub-lot through all the operations and b is the
number of sub-lots. This assumption is the same
as the one in Goyal [7] and Graves and
Kostreva [8].
We use the following notations in formulation of
our model.
m : number of stages (each stage corresponds to
one operation)
j : index for the processing stage, operation, or
machine, j"1, 2,2, m
D : demand rate of "nished goods (units per unit
time), constant
Q : production lot size
A : "xed setup cost for all machines
b : the number of sub-lots in a production lot
G : "xed cost of moving one sub-lot through all
machines
h : holding cost per unit per unit time for "nished

goods
h : holding cost per unit per unit time for the WIP

t : processing time per unit for machine j
H
p : production rate at machine j, (p "1/t )
H
H
H
q : waiting time for a lot in machine j,
H
j"1, 2,2, m
d : transportation time of a sub-lot from machine
H
j!1 to machine j
s : setup time for machine j, j"1, 2,2, m
H
¹ : manufacturing cycle time after the completion
H
of the jth operation
¹ : manufacturing cycle time for the m-stage
K
manufacturing system
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4. Manufacturing cycle time and WIP inventory
Let ¹ be the manufacturing cycle time after the
H
completion of the jth operation and *¹ the
H
increment in the manufacturing cycle time after the
completion of the jth operation, that is,
*¹ "¹ !¹
for 2)j)m and *¹ "¹ .
H
H
H\


Let the time of a "ctitious operation preceding the
"rst operation and that of a "ctitious operation
succeeding the last operation be zero.
When an individual unit is forwarded between
operations, the following expression is obtained for
the manufacturing cycle time considering only the
processing times (see [6, p. 301]):
*¹ "t (1!I )#(Qt !(Q!1)t )I ,
H
H
H
H
H\ H
where



1, ∀t 't ,
H
H\
I"
H
0, ∀t )t
H
H\
The expression is more complicated when setup,
transportation, and waiting times are included. To
derive this expression, we "rst visualize that an
individual item is moved between operations, and
calculate the increment in the manufacturing cycle
time following the completion of the jth operation
under two scenarios: t )t
and t 't . We
H
H\
H
H\
then make the necessary modi"cations to account
for the fact that sub-lots rather than individual
items are moved from one operation to another.
4.1. Scenario 1: t )t .
H
H\
In this case, two di!erent situations are possible
resulting in di!erent incremental manufacturing
cycle time, *¹ .
H
(a) If q #s #(Q!1)(t !t ))0, which
H
H
H
H\
means that machine j is already available when the
Qth unit from operation j!1 is ready for operation j, we have for *¹ :
H
*¹ "d #t .
H
H
H
Since machine j is available before the Qth unit
from stage j!1 arrives at machine j, there exists
some idle time in operation j. In line with our
assumption that no idle time is allowed between
consecutive sub-lots on the same machine, we move
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Table 1
Schedule of operation j for a 3-unit lot
Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3

Fig. 1. Increment to the manufacturing cycle time, if t )t
H
H\
and q #s #(Q!1)(t !t ))0.
H
H
H
H\

the idle time forward in such a way that machine j is
available for the Qth unit exactly at the time it
arrives from stage j!1. The transport time, waiting time, and setup time could occur any time
before the processing time of the "rst unit. This
situation in which all the idle time is pushed forward is shown for a 3-unit lot in Fig. 1. Example
1 provides a numerical illustration.
Example 1.
Let t "2(minutes), t "6(minutes), d "1(minH
H\
H
ute), q "5(minutes), s "2(minutes), and Q"3, then
H
H
q #s #(Q!1)(t !t )"!1(0. According to
H
H
H
H\
our formula, the incremental manufacturing cycle
time at this stage is d #t "3 minutes. Suppose
H
H
the "rst unit starts operation j!1 at time zero.
Table 1 shows how the operations take place at
stage j. Note that the earliest start time at operation
j for Unit 1 is the completion time of the unit at
operation j!1 plus (d #q #s ). For Units 2 and
H
H
H
3, the earliest start time at operation j equals the
maximum of the earliest available time at operation
j for the unit and the earliest "nish time at operation j for the previous unit.
From the last two lines of Table 1, we see that if
we start operation j for all the sub-lots as soon as
the sub-lots are available, there will be 1 min idle
time between the second and third sub-lots. To
satisfy the assumption that no idle time exists between consecutive sub-lots on the same machine,
we delay operation j for the "rst sub-lot from time
14 to time 15. Thus, Unit 1 will be "nished at time
17, Unit 2 at time 19, and Unit 3 at time 21.
We make a few remarks about the above case.
First, the increment in the manufacturing cycle time
is always the same, i.e., *¹ "d #t , no matter
H
H
H
where we put the idle time. Second, where we put
the idle time will make a di!erence in the calculation of *¹ #1 when the processing time for
H

Completion time at operation j!1
6
Earliest available time at operation j 7
Earliest start time at operation j
14
Earliest "nish time at operation j
16

12
13
16
18

18
19
19
21

operation j#1 is larger than the processing time
for operation j. We have made the assumption that
all idle time is moved backwards before starting the
operation, which is defensible because in practice it
is desirable to keep the machine continuously busy
after initiating production of a lot. Third, the
assumption of no idle time between consecutive
sub-lots holds for all cases, although in some extreme situations, this could mean excessive idle
time at some stages. For example, consider a twostage process with a lot size of two units. Let us say
that the processing time at the "rst stage is 90 minutes per unit and that at the second stage is only
1 minute. Suppose we adopt lot streaming with
a sub-lot size of one unit. The assumption of no idle
time between consecutive sub-lots would mean an
idle time of 89 minutes at the second stage. However, the total time for processing the lot through
the two-stage process, i.e., the manufacturing lead
time is 181 minutes, whether we allow or disallow
idle time between sub-lots. Thus our analysis holds.
Also, in such situations, allowing for no idle time
between sub-lots in such cases, may indeed be more
desirable. This is because in a deterministic environment, a larger chunk of idle time allows the
managers greater #exibility in accommodating
other jobs that could be completed within the idle
time at the second stage. Finally, in our analysis
units are recognized as WIP from the moment a lot
enters the "rst stage and until it leaves the "nal
stage as "nished goods. Thus, the holding cost for
WIP is fully accounted for in our model even when
there is a large idle time in some extreme cases like
the one in the above hypothetical example.
(b) If q #s #(Q!1)(t !t )'0, which
H
H
H
H\
means that a sub-lot from operation j!1 is always
available whenever machine j is available and,
therefore, there is no idle time on machine j. The
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Fig. 2. Increment in the manufacturing cycle time, if t )t
H
H\
and q #s #(Q!1)(t !t )'0.
H
H
H
H\

Fig. 3. Increment in the manufacturing cycle time if t 't .
H
H\

Table 2
Schedule of operation j for a 3-unit lot.

Table 3
Schedule of operation j for a 3-unit lot

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3
Completion time at operation j!1
6
Earliest available time at operation j 7
Earliest start time at operation j
14
Earliest "nish time at operation j
17

12
13
17
20

18
19
20
23

incremental manufacturing cycle time is
*¹ "d #q #s #Qt !(Q!1)t .
H
H
H
H
H
H\
The case for a 3-unit lot is illustrated in Fig. 2. It is
followed by a numerical example.
Example 2. We use the same parameters as in
Example 1, except that t "3(minutes). Now, we
H
have q #s #(Q!1)(t !t )"1'0. The inH
H
H
H\
cremental manufacturing cycle time at this stage is
d #q #s #Qt !(Q!1)t "5 minutes and
H
H
H
H
H\
the operations taking place at stage j are shown in
Table 2.

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3
Completion time at operation j!1
2
Earliest available time at operation j 3
Earliest start time at operation j
10
Earliest "nish time at operation j
16

4
5
16
22

6
7
22
28

Example 3. We use the same parameters as in
Example 1, except that t "6(minutes), t "
H
H\
2(minutes). The incremental manufacturing cycle
time at this stage is q #s #(Q!1)(t !t )#
H
H
H
H\
t #d " 22 minutes. The schedule of the operaH
H
tion at stage j is shown in Table 3.
4.3. A generalization
Let



1,
I"
H
0,

∀t 't ,
H
H\
∀t )t ,
H
H\

and
4.2. Scenario 2: t 't
H
H\
In this scenario, a sub-lot from operation j!1 is
always available whenever machine j is available
and therefore there is no idle time on machine j.

A"+j: q #s #(Q!1)(t !t ))0,,
H
H
H
H\
B"+j: q #s #(Q!1)(t !t )'0,.
H
H
H
H\
The calculations for *¹ under di!erent scenH
arios can be generalized as follows:



(1!I )(d #t )#I (q #s #(Q!1)(t !t )), ∀j3A,
H H
H
H H
H
H
H\
*¹ "
H
(1!I )(d #q #s #Qt !(Q!1)t )#I (q #s #d #Qt !(Q!1)t ), ∀j3B.
H H
H
H
H
H\
H H
H
H
H
H\
The incremental manufacturing cycle time is
*¹ "q #s #(Q!1)(t !t )#t #d .
H
H
H
H
H\
H
H
The case for a 3-unit lot is illustrated in Fig. 3. It is
followed by a numerical example.

Note that if j3A, then t )t , and therefore
H
H\
I "0. Therefore,
H



d #t , ∀j3A,
H
*¹ " H
H
d #q #s #Qt !(Q!1)t , ∀j3B.
H
H
H
H
H\
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Summation of *¹ over all scenarios, yields the
H
manufacturing cycle time:
K
¹ "
d# t
K
H
H
H
HZ
# (q #s #Qt !(Q!1)t ).
H
H
H
H\
HZ
In practice, we move the whole lot or sub-lots
rather than individual units between operations. If
Q units are produced as a lot and divided into
b sub-lots of equal size, we can treat each sub-lot as
one unit. Thus, we obtain the following result:



K
t# t
¹ "
d #Q/b
H
H\
K
H
HZY
HZ Y
H



# (q #s #Qt !Qt ),
H
H
H
H\
HZ Y

(1)

where
A"+j: q #s )(b!1)(t !t )Q/b,,
(2)
H
H
H\
H
B"+j: q #s '(b!1)(t !t )Q/b,.
(3)
H
H
H\
H
If ¹ (Q/D, then there will be more than one
K
order under processing. The processing of each
order will be started Q/D time units prior to the
time at which Q units of the "nished item are
required. In a deterministic setting, there is no
problem if more than one order is outstanding
because each order will arrive in the exact time
sequence in which it is placed. In line with the
traditional inventory modeling approach, our
model recognizes the relevant costs over a unit time
interval, i.e., one year. Consequently, the feasibility
of our model in a deterministic environment with
no capacity constraints is always assured.
Having thus determined the manufacturing cycle
time, ¹ , we visualize inventory process and the
K
build-up and the depletion of the WIP as follows.
A batch of Q units of the "nished item leaves the
"nal operation at the end of each production cycle
of length Q/D time units thereby satisfying the
demand with no shortages or backorders. For this
batch, Q units of raw materials will enter processing
at the "rst operation, ¹ time units prior to the end
K
of the production cycle to allow for the manufacturing lead time. WIP starts with zero at the begin-

ning of a manufacturing cycle. Q units enter into
WIP uniformly over a time t , the processing time

for operation 1, continue as WIP undergoing processing at the subsequent operations, and then start
leaving the WIP at a uniform rate beginning at
a time t prior to the end of the cycle at time ¹ .
K
K
Thus, the expression for the time-weighted workin-process will be
IT"Q¹ !Q(t #t )/2.
K

K

(4)

5. Optimization models and computational results
The expression for the total relevant cost (TRC)
includes the costs associated with setup, transportation, and holding of WIP and "nished goods and
can be written as
TRC(Q, b)"AD/Q#GbD/Q
#Q(1!Dt )h1/2#h D*IT/Q.
K

By substituting (1) and (4) into (5), we get

(5)

TRC(Q, b)"AD/Q#GbD/Q
#Q(1!Dt )h1/2#h Dm,
K


(6)

where



K
m"
d #Q/b
t# t
H
H
H\
H
HZY
HZ Y



# (q #s #Qt !Qt )!Q(t #t )/2,
H
H
H
H\

K
HZ Y
and A and B are as de"ned in (2) and (3).
Since the variables Q and b are needed to determine the sets A and B, closed form optimization of
expression (6) is intractable. However, for some
special cases, it is possible to modify (6) so that it
can be solved using standard optimization techniques. We consider two cases of interest: (i)
a special case in which the production rates are the
same on all the machines, and (ii) a more general
case in which the production rates on all machines
need not be the same but, the number of sub-lots is
pre-speci"ed. The "rst case is a plausible model for
multistage production environments such as balanced #ow shops in which the di!erent stages are
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designed to operate at nearly equal production
rates. The second case represents the situations in
which the size of the transfer batch or, equivalently,
the number of sub-lots is "xed by the size of the
pallets or containers used to move items.
5.1. A special case: Identical production rates at all
stages
When the production rates at all the stages are
identical, the processing times t are same for all
H
operations j. Setting t "t, for all j, expression (6)
H
can be simpli"ed to
TRC(Q, b)"AD/Q#GbD/Q#Q(1!Dt)h /2

K
(d #q #s )
#h D

H
H
H
H





#(m!1)tQ/b .

(7)

Let b"Q/Q. Then,
TRC(Q, Q)"AD/Q#GD/Q#Q(1!Dt)h /2

K
(d #q #s )
#h D
H
H
H

H





#(m!1)tQ .

(8)

the Hessian matrix is positive de"nite and therefore
TRC(Q, Q) is a convex function. This guarantees
the existence of a global minimum for TRC at
(QH, QH).
We see that when the production rates are the
same for all machines in a multi-stage production
system, the optimal production lot is exactly the
same as in the economic lot quantity model proposed by Eilon [4] in which the WIP is ignored.
Since TRC(Q, Q) is a convex function, we can "nd
the optimal integer solution (QHH, QHH) by comparing the total relevant costs for the points (Q, Q) in
the neighborhood of (QH, QH) that satisfy the condition that Q, Q, and Q/Q are all integers. There exist
a "nite number of such points and the optimal lot
and sub-lot sizes are the ones that give the smallest
total relevant cost.
We observe that the optimal lot and sub-lot sizes
in (9) and (10) do not depend on the waiting times,
which in the MRP tradition have been assumed to
be independent of the lot size. From this observation, we derive the obvious (nevertheless quite
signi"cant implication for policy implementation)
insight that these optimal lot and sub-lot sizes will
be valid even if waiting times at the di!erent stages
of a multistage manufacturing system are uncertain
as Graves and Kostreva [8] obtained for the twomachine system.
5.2. More general case: Production rates not identical at all stages but b is xxed

By setting



(9)



(10)

*TRC(Q, Q)
2AD
"0, we get QH"
.
*Q
(1!Dt)h

By setting
*TRC(Q, Q)
G
"0, we get QH"
.
*Q
h (m!1)t

Because
*TRC(Q, Q) 2AD
"
'0,
*Q
Q
*TRC(Q, Q) 2GD
"
'0, and
*Q
Q
*TRC(Q, Q)
"0,
*QQ
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We present the analysis of this general case by
examining two situations: (1) the simpler situation
when b"1, and (2) the more general situation
when b'1.
5.2.1. The situation when b"1
When b"1, i.e., the transfer batch size is equal
to the production batch size the total cost expression (6) simpli"es to
TRC(Q)"AD/Q#GD/Q#Q(1!Dt )h /2
K 
K
#h D Q
t !(t #t )Q/2

H

K
H
K
#
(q #s #d ) .
H
H
H
H





(11)
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By setting dTRC(Q)/dQ"0, we get
EPL"



2(A#G)D
. (12)
(1!Dt )h !h D(t #t )#2h D K t
K 
 
K

H H

Because dTRC(Q)/dQ"2(A#G)D/Q'0, TRC(Q)
is convex, and is minimized by Q"EPL.
5.2.2. The situation when b'1
To analyze this case, we decompose expression
(6) for the total relevant cost into two parts, TC (Q)

and TC (Q):

TC (Q)"AD/Q#GbD/Q#Q(1!Dt )h /2

K 
!h DQ(t #t )/2,
(13)


K

 

TC (Q)"h D Q/b



HZY

t# t
H
H\
HZ Y



# (q #s #Qt !Qt )
H
H
H
H\
HZ Y
K
#
d ,
(14)
H
H
and A and B are as de"ned in (2) and (3).
The mathematical analysis of these equations is
complex and closed form solutions are intractable.
It is therefore necessary to use an algorithmic
numerical search procedure to "nd the optimal
solutions. When the transportation cost is invariant to the number of sub-lots, then, it is clearly
evident that TC (Q) is a well-behaved function for

numerical search. As Graves and Kostreva [8]
point out, a constant cost for transportation is
simple and adequate for most circumstances. The
analysis would hold even if the transportation cost
involves a constant plus a convex function of the
transfer lot size. In Appendix A, we show that
TC (Q) is a piece-wise linear function with increas
ing slopes and therefore it is also a well-behaved
function. Thus, the sum of TC (Q) and TC (Q) is


also a well-behaved mathematical function that
accommodates a numerical search to seek the optimum, although it is not di!erentiable at a "nite
number of points.
From (2) and (3), if t )t , then j3B. De"ne
H\
H
a set C as C"+j: t 't , and A is a subset of C.
H\
H



Rank the values of (q #s )b/(t !t )(b!1) for
H
H
H\
H
all j in C in an increasing order. Let N[i] be the ith
number in the ordered series, where i takes on the
values 1, 2,2, "C", and "C" is the number of js in C.
Then N[1], N[2],2, and N["C"] re the points
where Eq. (6) is not di!erentiable.
Let Q , i"1, 2,2, "C"#1, be the saddle points
G
(where the "rst derivative of Eq. (6) is zero) for the
intervals [0, N[1]), [N[1], N[2]),2,[N["C"],
#R), respectively. Note that some Q s may not be
G
feasible (i.e., outside the corresponding interval). In
Appendix B, we show that Q decreases with inG
creasing i. This property and the nature of the total
relevant cost function facilitate the search for the
optimal value. The following algorithm is used to
"nd the optimal QH when we do not require QH to
be an integer multiple of b. We then look for the
integer solution in the neighborhood of QH to obtain the minimum cost solution.
Computational Algorithm
Step 1. If Q
is feasible, then Q
is the
!>
!>
optimal value and stop. Otherwise, let i""C", and
go to step 2.
Step 2. If N[i!1])Q (N[i], then Q is the
G
G
optimal value and stop. If Q *N[i], then N[i] is
G
the optimal value and stop. If Q (N[i!1], let
G
i"i!1 and go to the beginning of step 2.
5.3. Computational results } comparison of total
relevant costs
We now compare the results of our model
with that of the classical lot-sizing model using a
Table 4
The sequence of unit operating times
Sequence of unit operation times
j

t (min)
H

I
H

(t !t )I
H
H\ H

(s #q )
H
H

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.70
1.80
0.38
1.50
0.54
0.20
1.40
0.30
0.48

1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1

0.70
1.10
0
1.12
0
0
1.20
0
0.18

75
115
475
25
774
147
39
375
25
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numerical example. We set the parameter values as
follows: D"50,000 units per year, A"$220 per
setup, G"$20 per sub-lot, h "$0.40 per unit per

unit time, h "$0.24 per unit per unit time. We

assume 250 working days per year and 480 minutes
per working day. The sequence of processing
stages, and the sum of setup times and wait times at
each stage of manufacturing are given in Table 4.
Without loss of generality, the transportation
times, d , have been assumed to be zero.
H
5.3.1. Application of the traditional ELQ model
In this approach, the production lot size is determined based on the "nal stage of the operations
using the formula (see, [4]):



2AD
.
(1!Dt )h
K 
Using the data in this example,



ELQ"

(2)(220)50,000
"8292.
(1!50,000+0.48/(480)(250),)0.4

This lot size of 8292 units is used for processing at
each stage. The total annual cost including the
carrying costs associated with WIP inventory is
given by

209

ciated with WIP inventory is given by Eq. (11). For
the data in this example and a lot size of 4523 units,
the total cost works out to $6675.69.
5.3.3. Application of our EPL model with b"5
In this approach, which takes into WIP costs and
lot streaming, the optimal lot size, EPL, is determined using our algorithmic procedure as outlined
in the steps below.
1. Determine the set C. Because C"
+j: t 't ,, we have C"+3, 5, 6, 8,.
H\
H
2. Calculate (q #s )b/(t !t )(b!1) for all
H
H
H\
H
j in C. The values of (q #s ) are 475(minutes),
H
H
774(minutes), 147(minutes), and 375(minutes) when
j"3, 5, 6, and 8, respectively. The corresponding
values of (q #s )b/(t !t )(b!1) for j"3, 5, 6,
H
H
H\
H
8 are 418, 879, 919, and 426. The non-di!erentiable
points for the total cost function are N[2]"418,
N[4]"426, N[10]"879, and N[9]"919.
3. For Q(418, j"3, 5, 6, 8 all belong to B; for
418)Q(426, j"3 belongs to A, the rest belonging to B; for 426)Q(879, j"3, 8 belong to A,
while the rest belong to B; for 879)Q(919,
j"3, 5, 8 belong to A, while j"6 belongs to B;
when Q*919, j"3, 5, 6, 8 all belong to A. The
optimal Q when j"3, 5, 6, 8 all belong to A is
given by



2(A#bG)D
Q "

(1!Dt )h !h D(t #t )#2h D((
t#
t )/b#
(t !t ))
K 
 
K

H+   , H
H+    , H\
H+    , H
H\
"5203(units).

TC "AD/Q#Q(1!Dt )h /2
#*/
K 
#h DQ[t !(t #t )/2].

H

K
For the data in this example and a lot size of 8292
units, the total cost is $8619.33.
5.3.2. Application of our EPL model with b"1
In this approach, which takes into WIP costs but
no lot streaming, the optimal lot size, EPL, is determined using our model or the Eq. (12). For the data
in this example, EPL works out to 4523 units. The
total annual cost including the carrying costs asso-

Since Q 'N[4], it follows from the algorithm that

Q is the optimal value when we relax the condition

that Q must be an integer multiple of b. Since the

number of sub-lots, b, is 5 and the lot size 5203 is
not an integer multiple of 5, we compare the total
relevant costs for the appropriate neighboring
points Q"5200 and Q"5205. The optimal value
is QH"5205 because it gives the smaller total
relevant cost, $6150.
The results for the numerical example are summarized in Table 5 below.
These results show that by using our model,
a substantial percentage reduction in the total
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Table 5
Summary of computational results
Lot-sizing model

Lot size

Total annual
cost

Savings

Traditional EPQ
EPL with b"1
EPL with b"5

8292 Units
3800 Units
5205 Units

$8814.35
$6870.02
$6168.25

*
22.05%
30.02%

annual cost can be achieved relative to the traditional approach in which the lot size is determined
using the ELQ model for the "nishing stage only.
Although the exact savings are context- and datadependent, the computational analysis demonstrates the potential for cost savings from the
application of our lot-streaming model.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a rigorous approach to compute the manufacturing cycle time
for an item in a multistage production system when
lot streaming is applied so that the costs associated
WIP inventory can be recognized appropriately in
determining the optimal production lot size. We
developed expressions for the total cost taking into
account the costs associated with setup, transportation, and carrying both the WIP and "nished product inventory and, then discussed procedures to
"nd the optimal production lot size that minimizes
the total cost. Through computational analysis we
demonstrated the potential for substantial cost savings from the application of our lot-streaming
model relative to the namK ve, traditional approach in
which the lot size is determined using the ELQ
model for the "nishing stage only.
In terms of the contributions to the modeling of
inventory systems, our paper has endeavored to
take a modest step toward the development of
a more general inventory model for a single item in
the context of a multistage manufacturing system
incorporating the cost of work in process inventory. Our methodology and the model we have
presented deal with re"nements to the models
currently in the literature and make two speci"c
contributions. First, our model is more realistic in
that it captures more accurately the components of

the manufacturing lead time that are encountered
in a multistage production/inventory system.
Clearly, managers will "nd it more realistic to assign values the time required for setup, moving, and
planned delay at each stage of a multistage production system compared to using a multiplier to compute the manufacturing lead time from the
technological processing time. Furthermore, the
estimation or guessing of the multiplier is prone
to serious errors especially in MRP systems. As
Graves and Kostreva [8] point out `it is not unheard of, for example, to have a standard MRP lead
time of several months while actual production lead
time runs approximately one weeka. Second, our
model facilitates the application of lot streaming to
multistage systems MRP by going beyond the currently available models for two-station systems and
o!ering a generalization to any multistage production systems.
In terms of the contributions from a managerial
perspective, our model can lead to signi"cantly
better cost performance as we have demonstrated
through numerical examples, especially when the
manufacturing lead time is large compared to the
technological processing time as is commonly
encountered in practice.
Finally, for future research, we would like to
explore the total cost performance of the di!erent
lot sizing approaches using di!erent values for b,
i.e., the number of sub-lots in the context of a more
detailed factorial experimental design with several
di!erent levels of the cost and demand parameters.

Appendix A
Proof. (TC (Q) is a piece-wise linear function with

increasing slopes).
Since

 

TC (Q)"h D Q/b



t# t
H
H\
HZY
HZ Y



# (q #s #Qt !Qt )
H
H
H
H\
HZ Y
K
#
d ,
H
H
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where
A"+j: q #s )(b!1)(t !t )Q/b,,
H
H
H\
H
B"+j: q #s '(b!1)(t !t )Q/b,,
H
H
H\
H
it is easy to see that TC (Q) has "nite breakpoints

and within any consecutive breakpoints TC (Q) is

a linear function.
At any breakpoint, Q "(q #s )b/(t !t )
H
H
H
H\
H
(b!1), where j is an element in the set C. We shall
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since t (t
for i in C and b'1. This completes
G
G\
the proof. 䊐

Appendix B
Proof. (Saddle point, Q , is decreasing in i). By
G
using the Eqs. (13) and (14), the saddle point Q of
G
the total cost function for N[i!1])Q(N[i] is



2(A#bG)D
Q "
G
(1!Dt )h !h D(t #t )#2h D(
t#
t )/b#
(t !t ))
K 
 
K

HZY H
HZ Y H\
HZ Y H
H\

prove that TC (Q) is actually continuous at the

point Q .
H
For any point j in C, the di!erence between the
right-hand limit and the left-hand limit of TC (Q)

at Q"Q is
H



q #s
H
H
*TC(2)"h D
(t !t )
 (t !t )(b!1) * H
H\
H\
H



(q #s )b
H
!q !s # H
"0.
H
H
b!1
Thus, TC (Q)is continuous at all breakpoints. To

prove that the lines have increasing slopes, we consider the change of the slope at point i in C. When
Q(Q , if the line has a slope of
G
h D




HZY

t# t
H
H\
HZ Y





b# (t !t ) ,
H
H\
HZ Y

then the new line has a slope of
h D




HZY6+G,

t#
t
H
H\
HZ Y6+G,



b



#
(t !t ) at Q"Q .
H
H\
G
HZ Y6+G,
Hence the change of the slope at the breakpoint is
h D((t !t !1)/b!(t !t ))

G
G
G
G\
"h D(t !t )(1/b!1)'0,
 G
G\

Let j "(
t#
t )/b#
(t !t ).
G
HZY H
HZ Y H\
HZ Y H
H\
Note that Q becomes smaller when j becomes
G
G
larger. From the proof in Appendix A, it is known
that j is increasing with i, and hence the proof is
G
complete. 䊐
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